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Highlights 

- We present analogue experiments on pyroclastic fountain collapse 

- We release glass beads from a hopper at different heights above a horizontal channel  

- Stokes number ~10-3-101 corresponds to 0.1-1 mm sized particles in nature  

- Pore fluid pressure measured at impact is high enough to cause partial fluidization 

- The runout distance of the dense flow formed upon impact scales with the fall height 

 

Abstract  

 

We present the results of analogue laboratory experiments on pyroclastic fountain collapse. 

Mixtures of air and glass beads ranging in size around 75 ± 15 µm, with Stokes number of ~ 

10-3-101 and representative of 0.1-1 mm sized particles in nature, were released from a hopper 

at heights of 0.45-2.95 m above the base of a horizontal channel. Free fall caused continuous 

dilation of the granular material and led to mean particle concentrations of ~ 9-36 vol. %, with 

concentration inversely proportional to drop height, before the particles impacted the channel 

base. Decoupling between the particles and the ambient air upon impact caused deflation of the 

mixture, which then propagated laterally as a dense granular flow overridden by a dilute 

suspension. Measurements at the impingement surface revealed that pore fluid pressure, 

generated through high air-particle relative velocity during deflation, counterbalanced up to ~ 

50 % of the weight of the emerging granular flow. The runout distance of the dense flow 

increased linearly with the fall height, similar to published results on unidirectional flows 

generated from collapse of packed granular columns. This suggests that the runout of flows 

resulting from release of granular material is controlled essentially by conversion of potential 

to kinetic energy and that the initial particle concentration is a second order parameter. We 

conclude that fountaining of pyroclastic material containing large amounts of particles with 

Stokes numbers of the order 10-3-101 can generate dense pyroclastic flows with some degree of 

pore fluid pressure.     

 

Keywords. pyroclastic fountain; pyroclastic flow; experiment; pore fluid pressure; Stokes 

number  
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List of symbols 

Notation  Units 

𝒅  particle diameter m 

𝒈  gravitational acceleration m s-2 

𝒈′  reduced gravity m s-2 

𝒉  flow thickness m 

𝒉𝒃  height of the granular bed m 

𝒎  granular mass kg 

𝒕  time after impact s 

𝒕𝒇  time of flow emplacement s 

𝒕𝒓  duration of particle release s 

𝑨  area of hopper aperture m2 

𝑪  particle concentration of the dense granular bed - 

𝑪𝒊   particle concentration of the granular mixture at impact - 

𝑯  drop height m 

𝑳  maximum runout distance m 

�̇�  particle mass flux kg s-1 

𝑷  pore fluid pressure Pa 

𝑷𝑳  lithostatic pressure Pa 

𝑹  radius of the impact zone m 

𝑼  characteristic fall velocity of the mixture m s-1 

𝑼𝒇  interstitial air velocity m s-1 

𝑼𝒊  mixture velocity at impact m s-1 

𝑼𝒔  superficial air velocity m s-1 

𝑽𝒇  flow velocity m s-1 

𝑽𝒔  particle settling velocity m s-1 

𝜸  flow shear rate s-1 

𝜺𝒑  particle volume fraction - 

𝜿  hydraulic permeability m2 

𝝀  deposit aspect ratio - 

𝝁  dynamic viscosity of air Pa s 

𝝁𝒎  dynamic viscosity of the gas-particle mixture Pa s 

𝝆  mixture density kg m-3 

𝝆𝒂  ambient density kg m-3 

𝝆𝒑  particle density kg m-3 

Ba Bagnold number - 

Da Darcy number - 

Re Reynolds number - 

Ri Richardson number - 

Sa Savage number - 

St Stokes number - 

𝚺  Stability number - 
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1. Introduction 

 

Pyroclastic fountaining occurs when an eruptive mixture of hot pyroclasts and volcanic 

gas does not entrain and heat enough ambient air to form a buoyant plume and remains denser 

than the ambient atmosphere (Michaud-Dubuy et al., 2018; Sparks and Wilson, 1976; Woods, 

1988). In this eruptive regime, the pyroclastic mixture ejected from the vent reaches a maximum 

fountain height and collapses under the influence of gravity once its initial momentum is 

exhausted. The accumulation of the mixture at the impact zone on the ground generates 

pyroclastic flows that spread radially from the vent (Druitt and Sparks, 1982; Valentine and 

Wohletz, 1989) and represent a severe natural hazard (Baxter et al., 2017, 2005; Doocy et al., 

2013). Sustained fountaining is also called "boiling over" in the literature and has been 

suggested to operate during single vent as well as ring fracture eruptions. In the latter case, 

sustained fountaining associated with caldera collapse is thought to generate voluminous 

pyroclastic flows that travel more than 50-100 km and form widespread ignimbrites (Cas et al., 

2011; Guzmán et al., 2020; Pacheco-Hoyos et al., 2018; Roche et al., 2016). Several issues 

related to pyroclastic fountaining are yet poorly known. These include in particular the 

mechanisms of the pyroclastic mixture deflation at the impact zone and the formation of the 

emerging lateral flows. Recent numerical simulations, however, reveal that the dynamics of the 

impinging fountain and of the resulting lateral flows depend fundamentally on the degree of 

gas-particle coupling, which controls the particle size segregation and the flow solid 

concentration (Breard et al., 2019; Sweeney and Valentine, 2017; Valentine, 2020), and on the 

velocity of the falling mixture, so that shocks and overpressured lateral jets form in supersonic 

conditions (Valentine and Sweeney, 2018). Rapid differential motion between the gas and the 

particles and associated drag force can generate interstitial pore fluid pressure (Breard et al., 

2018; Valentine, 2020). 

The present contribution addresses the generation of pyroclastic flows by fountaining 

through experiments on gravitational collapse of granular mixtures in air. Earlier experimental 

studies in this configuration involving small- or large-scale devices revealed some key aspects. 

Dellino et al. (2007, 2010) showed in 3D experiments that gas-particle mixtures, ejected from 

a subvertical conduit as a compressed gas was suddenly released into pyroclastic (ignimbritic) 

material, collapsed when the initial energy in the system was relatively low. The mixtures then 

accumulated on the ground to form a basal flow overridden by an expanded fully turbulent 

current. Further experiments were carried out in a channel configuration and addressed in 

particular the internal flow dynamics and structure. Rowley et al. (2014) released mixtures of 

air and glass beads ranging in size around 75±15 µm onto the base of a horizontal channel from 

a hopper positioned at constant height, by controlling the particle mass flux and concentration 

(~ 3-45 vol. %) at the impact zone depending on the hopper aperture. Lube et al. (2015) and 

Breard and Lube (2017) used a hopper to release pyroclastic material onto the base of a channel 

inclined at 5-25°, and the particle concentration at the impact zone (~ 0.5-18.5 vol. %) was 

obtained by varying the height of the hopper and by controlling the particle flux at the hopper 

base using an aeration system or obstructing solid structures. A notable feature of the 

experiments of Rowley et al. (2014), Lube et al. (2015) and Breard and Lube (2017) was that 

even at the lowest initial particle concentrations of the order of ~ 1 vol. % the particles 

accumulated at the impact zone to form a well-developed highly concentrated granular flow. 

Breard and Lube (2017) showed that with a pyroclastic material, this granular flow had a 

particle concentration of ~ 45 vol. % and was overridden by a dilute turbulent cloud with 

particle concentration less than ~ 1 vol. %. 
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The aim of our study is to examine further in analogue experiments the process of 

particle accumulation at the impact zone and the mechanisms of formation of the lateral flow. 

We address in particular the issue of pore fluid pressure generation, which may occur as rapid 

deflation of the collapsing granular mixture causes significant differential motion between the 

settling particles and the ambient air (Breard et al., 2018; Valentine, 2020). We also discuss the 

parameters that control the runout distance of the dense flows generated by granular 

fountaining.  

 

2. Experimental methods 

 

2.1 Experimental apparatus and procedure 

 

The experimental apparatus was composed of a 15-liter hopper on top of a vertical open 

column connected to a horizontal channel (Figure 1). The hopper was the same as the one used 

by Rowley et al. (2014). It had a longitudinal aperture of 20 cm and it was fixed on a rigid 

vertical bar so that the lock-gate system was set at different heights above the channel base 

ranging from 0.45 to 2.95 m (Table 1). The vertical column consisted of rigid plastic sheets 

forming the back and the side walls, with an open front, and whose length was adjusted 

according to the height of the hopper above the channel. The channel was 3.7 m long and had 

30 cm high Perspex sidewalls, with smooth porous plates at its base. The base of the hopper, 

the column and the channel were 10 cm across. Experiments were recorded at 250-1000 frames 

per second using a high-speed Photron Fastcam SA3 video camera, either filming a 28 cm-long 

and 38 cm-high section of the impact zone with a pixel resolution of 0.37 mm per pixel, or a 

175 cm-long and 44 cm-high section of the channel (including the impact zone) at a resolution 

of 1.7 mm per pixel. 

Measuring pore fluid pressure at impingement was the main objective of this study. We 

used two piezoresistive sensors provided by ICSensorsTM (model 154N), which measured 

pressure in the range ± 6.9 kPa at frequencies of 100-500 Hz. We placed one sensor at each 

sidewall of the channel to document the pore fluid pressure at the impact zone. The two sensors 

were located as close as possible to the impingement point at the lowermost position, 5 cm from 

the back-wall of the channel and 1.6 cm above its base. Following Weit et al. (2018), we set the 

sensors in casings covered with metallic grids of 30 µm-aperture, which allowed for 

transmission of the air to the membrane of the sensors while preventing contact with the 

particles. In order to correlate pressure data and video recording during subsequent analysis, 

both measurements were synchronized with an auxiliary trigger that indicated the start of video 

acquisition by sending a 100 mV pulse to the pressure sensors.  

The procedure for running an experiment was the following. The hopper was fixed at a 

given height and filled with 12 kg of glass beads with a mean diameter of 75 ± 15 µm and a 

density of ~ 2500 kg m-3. The high-speed camera was placed either at the impact zone or at 

downstream positions along the flume, and video recording and pressure measurement were 

initiated. The lock-gate of the hopper was manually opened rapidly in 0.20 to 0.30 s. Following 

hopper opening, particles fell vertically through the shrouded column section. After impact with 

the channel, 1-3 m-long currents formed, which comprised a lower dense flow overridden by a 

more dilute suspension. The total duration of an experiment was typically ~ 1-2 s after gate 

opening. At the end of an experiment, we measured the thickness of the deposit every 30 cm 

from the back-wall of the flume using a ruler. The videos were subsequently analysed with 

ImageJ® (Schneider et al., 2012) in order to enhance the contrast between the particles and the 

background before manually tracking the top of the granular bed in the impact zone or the front 

of the granular flow. We carried out 43 experiments at six different fall heights, with at least 

six runs per height to ensure for reproducibility of the results (Table 1). 
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2.2 Particle supply from the hopper 

 

The mass flux of particles released from the hopper was calibrated according to the 

procedure of Rowley et al. (2014). The hopper was fixed at various heights and the settling 

particles accumulated into a container on a weight scale, which recorded the mass of particles 

at a frequency of 25 Hz and with a precision of 0.1 g. Because the particles had some velocity 

at impact, the scale designed for static configurations measured an apparent mass in three steps. 

During particle release, the scale first measured an increase in mass up to a maximum value 

followed by a decrease in mass corresponding to the scale response time, and finally a constant 

mass plateau.  Therefore, we determined the time-averaged mass flux from the time at which 

the initial mass in the hopper was recovered (Figure 2). A mass of 12 kg of particles in the 

hopper was used for each test and the measurements were repeated 27 times to check for 

reproducibility. As described in detail hereafter, the granular mixtures accelerated from the exit 

of the hopper and hence dilated until they reached the impingement surface at the base of the 

column. 

 The mean particle concentration of the mixture impacting the weight scale, 𝐶𝑖, was 

estimated as  

𝐶𝑖 =
�̇�𝑡𝑟

𝐻𝐴𝜌𝑝
  ,  (1) 

with �̇� the time-averaged mass flux of particles, 𝑡𝑟 the duration of particle release, 𝐻 the height 

of the hopper, 𝐴 = 0.02 m² the area of the hopper aperture and impact area, and 𝜌𝑝 = 2500 kg 

m-3 the particle density (Rowley et al., 2014). Figure 2 shows that the total duration of particle 

release plus scale response time (i.e. the time necessary to measure a mass of 12 kg) is 

independent of the fall height and equals ~ 0.8 s, with the time-averaged mass flux being ~ 15 

kg s-1. This demonstrates that the procedure used in our experiments to open the hopper and 

release the particles is well controlled and reproducible, providing a constant mass flux, as 

suggested by the linearity of the mass increase during particle release (Figure 2). Moreover, as 

the mass of particles was constant (i.e. 12 kg) in all calibration tests and experimental runs, 

replacing variables in equation 1 by their values gives a simple relationship where the mean 

particle concentration decreases as the fall height increases, such as  

𝐶𝑖 =
0.24

𝐻
  .  (2) 

In our experiments 𝐶𝑖 varied from ~ 36 vol. % at 𝐻 = 0.66 m to ~ 9 vol. % at 𝐻 = 2.66 m. The 

video records suggest that the granular mixtures were homogeneous just before impact, except 

at early and late stages of collapse where dense assemblages of particles with diameter of about 

5-10 cm were present (Figure 3a-c). 

 

3. Scaling analysis 
 

 We present a scaling analysis in order to evaluate the degree of dynamic similarity 

between the natural phenomena and our laboratory experiments. Table 2 gives some relevant 

physical parameters that control the dynamics of pyroclastic fountains and the resulting flows. 

For the latter we consider only the scaling parameters for dense granular-fluid flow because it 

is the dominant flow regime in the experiments in terms of particle mass transported. In this 

regime, the particle transport mechanism is essentially the transfer of momentum through 

collisional and/or frictional contacts between the particles and through gas-particle interactions. 

Table 2 also presents dimensionless numbers obtained from these parameters and identified in 

earlier studies (Burgisser et al., 2005; Burgisser and Bergantz, 2002; Carazzo and Jellinek, 

2012; Iverson and Denlinger, 2001; Kavanagh et al., 2018; Roche, 2012; Roche and Carazzo, 

2019; Sweeney and Valentine, 2017). The values of these numbers as well as their significance 
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in term of physical processes are also indicated in Table 2. In general, the ranges of values of 

the dimensionless numbers in nature encompass those in the laboratory experiments. This is 

due to the fact that natural mixtures contain particles whose grain size span over at least three 

orders of magnitude whereas the particles used in experiments are nearly monodisperse. 

Therefore, experiments cannot explore the entire range of parameters exhibited by natural 

eruptions. 

The Reynolds (Re), Richardson (Ri), Stokes (St) and Stability (Σ) numbers can be used to 

characterize the dynamics of the dilute gas-particle mixtures in the fountain at the moment of 

impact (Table 2). Notice that, as common in laboratory studies, the Reynolds number in 

experiments is significantly smaller (Re ~ 105-108) than in nature (Re ~ 109-1013) but high 

enough to ensure turbulent conditions (Andrews and Manga, 2012). The Richardson number 

in our experiments (Ri ~ 100-105) is similar or larger than that of pyroclastic fountains (Ri ~ 

10-3-103). Large values of Ri, in particular, indicate that the motion of our experimental 

suspensions is initially strongly dominated by gravity over inertial forces. The Stokes and 

Stability numbers both vary strongly in natural pyroclastic fountains due to the large range of 

particles sizes (i.e., d ~ 10-5-10-2 m). In our experiments, these numbers indicate poor to 

strong coupling between the fluid and the solid glass beads (St ~ 10-3-101, Σ ~ 10-4-10-1). We 

note that these ranges of values are relatively close to those estimated in natural flows for 

coarse ash-sized particles ranging from 100 m to 1 mm (i.e., St ~ 10-5- 103, Σ ~ 10-5-102, 

Table 2) suggesting that our experiments are suitable for studying the behaviour of these 

intermediate-sized particles. Overall, the values of Re, Ri, St, and Σ indicate that our 

experimental falling mixtures are reasonable analogues of pyroclastic fountaining although 

they do not allow to explore the full range of physical regimes. 

 The dense granular flow resulting from fountain collapse can be characterized by an 

additional set of dimensionless numbers: the Darcy (Da) and Bagnold (Ba) numbers that apply 

to the proximal part of the flow, and the Savage (Sa) number that is relevant to the more distal 

part of the flow (Table 2). The values of the Darcy number in our experiments indicate that 

solid-fluid interactions dominate over collisional solid stresses (i.e., Da >> 1) and thus suggest 

that pore fluid pressure is likely to buffer particle interactions in proximal areas. The Bagnold 

number spans a relatively large range of values in our experiments (Ba ~ 10-3-102) suggesting 

that either viscous fluid or collisional solid stresses dominate depending on the particle 

concentration, which correspond to macro-viscous to intermediate regimes (Iverson, 1997). 

Low Ba and high Da conditions in our experiments suggest that pore fluid pressure may be high 

in the impact zone. At late stage of flow emplacement, pore fluid pressure has diffused and 

becomes negligible, and the flow propagates in a dry granular regime described by the Savage 

number, where particle friction dominates over collisions (i.e., Sa<10-1). The respective values 

of the Darcy, Bagnold and Savage numbers indicate that our experimental granular flows are 

suitable physical analogues of dense pyroclastic flows (Table 2).   

 

4. Results 
 

4.1 Granular mixture dynamics at the impact zone 

 

 Figure 3 shows the different stages observed during an experiment. Immediately after 

opening the gate of the hopper, the collapsing granular mixture accelerated and dilated (Figure 

3a-c) until it impacted the channel base (Figure 3d-e; Video S1). The mixture then deflated 

upon impingement and propagated laterally to form a dense granular flow overridden by a dilute 

suspension in the channel (Figure 3f-g; Video S2). The results presented in Figure 4, obtained 

from video analysis, show that the velocity of the mixture at the impact zone was very close to 

the free fall velocity 
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𝑈𝑖 = √2𝑔𝐻 ,  (3) 

with 𝑔 = 9.81 m s-2 the gravitational acceleration. Notice that the range of values of 𝑈𝑖 observed 

(i.e., ~ 3-7 m s-1) is one order of magnitude larger than the theoretical terminal settling velocity 

of individual particles estimated to be ~ 0.4 m s-1 (Weit et al., 2018), suggesting that drag 

exerted by the ambient air on the mixture was much less than the one of a single particle. The 

thickness of the granular material at the impact zone increased first for a duration of ~ 0.3-0.5 

s and then it decreased notably until ~ 1.0-1.5 s after impact except for the smallest release 

height of 0.45 m (see supplementary material - Figure S1). Accumulation of the particles 

generated pore pressure signals such as shown in Figure 5. All experiments were characterized 

by an overpressure phase with a maximum magnitude 𝑃max ~ 150-1500 Pa. In most 

experiments, this phase of overpressure was followed by a secondary peak of lower magnitude 

of ~ 100-1000 Pa. The main first phase of overpressure was also preceded by an underpressure 

phase with minimum values of -30 to -100 Pa in experiments where the particles initially 

impacted the channel between the back-wall and the pressure sensor (cf. Figure S2). This 

underpressure was likely generated by the slip of the granular material along the channel walls, 

as shown by earlier studies (Breard et al., 2019; Roche, 2012; Roche et al., 2010) but we 

acknowledge that we did not quantify the local velocity of the granular mixture at the impact 

zone. Synchronization of the pore pressure measurements with the high-speed videos permitted 

us to correlate the pressure signals to the stages of particle accumulation (Figure 5). The main 

peak of overpressure was clearly related to the maximum height of the bed of particles 

accumulated at the impact zone, whereas the second peak of overpressure, if present, occurred 

during the decrease of the bed thickness. Figure 6 shows the variation of the maximum or the 

average pore fluid pressure (recorded in the first second after impact) with the fall height. The 

maximum value of the pore fluid pressure showed no systematic variation with the drop height, 

however the average pressure did increase significantly with fall height. 

 In order to determine the amount of the weight of the particles counterbalanced by the 

pore fluid pressure at the impact zone, we estimated the lithostatic pressure such as 

𝑃𝐿 = 𝐶𝜌𝑝𝑔ℎ𝑏 , (4) 

with 𝐶 the particle concentration in the dense bed and ℎ𝑏 the bed height above the pressure 

sensor, which is very close to the mean bed height (cf. Figure S3). Since the particle 

concentration at impact was unknown, we estimated it as follows. Video images at the time of 

the maximum bed height (cf. Figure S4) revealed the presence of air bubbles typical of dense 

but slightly expanded fluidized granular beds in about two thirds of the experiments and in all 

cases at 𝐻 ≥ 2.45 m. The presence of these bubbles suggested a maximum expansion of about 

20 % compared to the fully compacted state (as typical of the fine particles we used, cf. Geldart, 

2004). Higher expansion would have prevented the formation of bubbles and rather favoured 

pervasive air escape (Rhodes, 2008). Therefore, considering the maximum concentration of the 

granular mixtures 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  ~ 58 vol. % at random packing, we assumed a particle concentration C 

= 0.8×𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥  ~ 46 vol. % to estimate the evolution of the ratios 𝑃/𝑃𝐿 of the pore fluid pressure 

over the lithostatic pressure with time. This ratio was only estimated for experiments with no 

initial underpressure phase, which occurred in one fourth of the experiments and never at 𝐻 = 

0.95 m. Figure 7 presents 𝑃/𝑃𝐿 as function of time for three experiments (an additional analysis 

of an experiment at 𝐻 = 2.95 m is shown in Figure S5). Maximum values of 𝑃/𝑃𝐿 were 

measured at the moment both the thickness of accumulated material and the pore pressure were 

maximum. These values were between 0.1 and 0.55, showing that the granular mixtures were 

partially fluidized during their compaction, with up to about half the weight of the particles 

being supported by the pore fluid pressure in some cases. However, the data reveal large 

variations owing to uncertainties in particle concentrations, which might have been lower than 

the assumed value of ~46 vol.%.  
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4.2 Flow dynamics in the channel 

 

 Flow emplacement occurred in three distinct phases as described by Rowley et al. (2014) 

(Figure 8). During phase 1, a fast-moving (up to 6 m s-1) thin (< 1 cm) pulse of particles emerged 

immediately upon impact of the granular mixture and propagated laterally along the channel 

base (Figure 8a). During phase 2, a slower (up to 4.5 m s-1) and denser granular flow emplaced 

in pulsed waves and reached the maximum runout distance 𝐿. This dense flow was overridden 

by a dilute suspension of particles (Figure 8b). Phase 3 was characterized by a sustained 

aggradation of the deposit through a succession of thin flow pulses. During this phase, the dense 

granular flow commonly had surface waves propagating downstream at mean velocities of ~ 1-

3 m s-1 (close to the mean velocity of phase 2) and was fed by particles settling from the upper 

dilute suspension (Figure 8c). Only few particles were transported during phase 1 and most of 

the particles were carried in the flow pulses of phases 2 and 3. The maximum runout distance 

of the granular flow increased linearly with the fall height (Figure 9) according to  

𝐿 = 0.63𝐻 + 1.15 . (5) 

The kinematic data of the flows are presented in Figure 10. The dilute pulse during phase 

1 propagated at nearly constant front velocity of ~ 1.5-6 m s-1, which tended to increase with 

the fall height though not systematically (Figure 10a-b). In contrast, the front velocity of the 

dense flow during phase 2 varied, particularly at times when the afore-described surface waves 

reached the front. The mean front velocity of ~ 1-4.5 m s-1 (determined from the mean slopes 

in Figure 10c) generally increased with the fall height (Figure 10d).  

As the fall height increased, the morphology of the deposits was characterized by gentler 

surface slopes and thinner deposits at the impact zone and by more extended frontal areas 

(Figure 11a). The deposit aspect ratio (), defined as the maximum height at the channel back-

wall over the deposit length, decreased from ~ 0.15 to ~ 0.04 at increasing fall heights (Figure 

11b).  

 

5. Discussion 

 

 Our experiments revealed that pore fluid pressure was generated at the impact zone of 

collapsing granular mixtures with various particle concentrations ranging from 9 to 36 vol. %, 

which accumulated to form dense laterally-moving granular flows. Particle accumulation and 

formation of a dense flow were previously described by Rowley et al. (2014), Lube et al. (2015), 

Breard and Lube (2017) and Lube et al. (2019), for mixtures with initial solid volume 

concentrations as low as a few volume percent. Numerical simulations such as those of 

Sweeney and Valentine (2017), Valentine and Sweeney (2018) and Valentine (2020) suggest 

dense flows can emerge from collapsing granular mixtures with particle concentrations as low 

as 10-3 vol. %. Note that there probably exists a regime for which the particle concentration is 

so low that the mixture remains dilute upon impact, which we could not explore in our 

experiments. Our study involving quasi monodisperse mixtures revealed a dilute suspension of 

particles that preceded and overrode the dense flow, as shown by Lube et al. (2015) and Breard 

and Lube (2017) for polydisperse pyroclastic materials. In our experiments, the suspension 

emerged rapidly upon impact and was ejected laterally without showing evidence of significant 

turbulent transport, so that particles settled fairly rapidly. This observation contrasts with the 

large-scale experiments of Lube et al. (2015), Breard and Lube (2017) and Lube et al. (2019), 

which generated faster and fully turbulent polydisperse suspensions. 

Granular mixture deflation may be discussed in light of the recent numerical simulations 

of Sweeney and Valentine (2017), Valentine and Sweeney (2018) and Valentine (2020), who 

pointed out the fundamental effect of the particle Stokes number. These authors showed that 

particles well coupled to their carrier gas phase (at low St) follow the fluid streamlines so that 
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the emerging lateral flow has particle concentration and speed similar to that of the collapsing 

mixture. In contrast, poorly-coupled particles (at high St) gather at the impact zone and form 

highly-concentrated granular flows overridden by a high-speed jet of expelled gas and fine 

particles. Our experiments show that particles at St ~ 10-3-101 can decouple from the fluid flow, 

so that the collapsing mixtures are prone to form dense flows upon impact, as discussed by 

Sweeney and Valentine (2017), Valentine and Sweeney (2018) and Valentine (2020). Inferring 

the behaviour of polydisperse volcanic mixtures in nature is not straightforward because (i) the 

particles have Stokes numbers spanning over a wide range of values, (ii) larger particles are 

better coupled to the gas in the presence of smaller, well-coupled particles, and (iii) shocks may 

develop in supersonic flows (Valentine and Sweeney, 2018). Assuming that volcanic mixtures 

contain a critical amount of relatively large and/or dense particles with sufficiently high Stokes 

numbers (St  1) then dense flows may emerge from the impact zone of collapsing fountains. 

This is supported by the experiments of Lube et al. (2015) and Breard and Lube (2017) 

involving pyroclastic mixtures. We acknowledge, however, that this issue deserves further 

investigation.  

 The generation of gas pore pressure in the granular mixtures at the impact zone is a key 

feature of our study. Though we could not estimate accurately the lithostatic pressure in the 

granular beds, the values of pressure ratios suggest that a significant part of the weight of the 

particles (up to ~50 %) was counterbalanced by pore pressure. This shows that the relative air-

particle velocity upon impact generated drag sufficient to partially fluidize the dense granular 

mixtures. The granular material might have been fully fluidized locally as suggested by the 

bubbling commonly observed in the experiments. Considering that the superficial air velocity 

was  

𝑈𝑠 = (1 − 𝜀𝑝)𝑈𝑓  , (6) 

with 𝜀𝑝 the particle volume fraction and 𝑈𝑓 the interstitial air velocity assumed to be close to 

the settling velocity of the mixtures, then 𝑈𝑠 was of the order of 1 m s-1, that is, two orders of 

magnitude larger than the minimum fluidization velocity of the particles of the order of 10 mm 

s-1. Our results are in agreement with those of Chédeville and Roche (2018) who considered an 

experimental configuration similar to ours (but without any lateral flow) and measured pore 

pressure generated by deflation of various types of granular materials. It is worth noting that in 

nature the amount of particle weight counterbalanced by pore pressure is likely to be higher 

than in our experiments since (i) the impact velocity is much larger than in the analogue small-

scale configuration while the permeability of the (concentrated) pyroclastic mixtures is 

commonly smaller than that of the granular material we used and (ii) heating and expansion of 

the ingested ambient cold air may cause thermal pressurization as shown by Chédeville and 

Roche 2018. Further experiments should validate this hypothesis. 

In our experiments, the pore fluid pressure in the dense flows emerging from the impact 

zone diffused slowly and favoured propagation of the granular mixture, which eventually 

formed thin, elongated deposits. In this regard, notice that the lowest deposit aspect ratios of ~ 

0.04 at the largest fall heights were close to those of ~ 0.02-0.03 reported for deposits of dam-

break granular flows generated from release of initially fluidized granular columns (e.g. see 

review of Delanney at al. 2017). Lube et al. (2019) inferred that the pore fluid pressure they 

measured in their experimental flows was due to internal flow dynamics. Our results show that 

pore pressure can be generated at the impact zone and then advected as the flow propagates. 

The relative contributions of pore pressure generated upon impact or through flow dynamics 

remains an open question that requires further investigation. In nature, we expect the generation 

of high gas pore pressure and the fluidization of the pyroclastic material to occur at the impact 

zone of pyroclastic fountains since volcanic mixtures have mean grain sizes similar to that in 

our experiments and as collapse velocities are much larger than in experiments. 
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Another notable outcome of our experiments is the linear dependence of the flow runout 

distance with the drop height as shown by equation (5). Flow runout results essentially from 

conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy as well as gravitational spreading of the 

granular mass. The contribution of the latter can be estimated from equation (5) with 𝐻 = 0, so 

that 𝐿 = 1.15 m. In natural systems, we expect the constant in equation 5 (i.e. 1.15 m) to increase 

with the total mass of material involved in the pyroclastic fountains. The initial particle 

concentration, which varies with the mode of release, has a secondary influence, if any. 

Considering conversion of energies given by 𝑚𝑉𝑓
2/2 = 𝑚𝑔𝐻, with 𝑚 the granular mass, 𝑉𝑓 =

𝐿/𝑡𝑓 the flow velocity, and 𝑡𝑓 the time of flow emplacement that scales with the characteristic 

particle fall time (𝐻/𝑔)
1

2, gives L ~ 𝐻. This is in line with the findings of experiments on dam-

break flows generated from release of static, packed granular columns (see review of Delannay 

et al., 2017 and related discussion). First, the runout distance of unidirectional flows in a 

channel scales with the column height, provided boundary effects are weak (notice that the 

runout of axisymmetric flows scales with 𝐻
1

2 due to lateral spreading). Second, the runout data 

for columns dropped from a given height off the base obey to the scaling laws defined for dam-

break flows (Lube et al., 2004). Assuming that similar scaling laws may apply to natural cases, 

we conclude that the runout of dense pyroclastic flows will have a linear or a square root 

dependence with the fountain height depending on whether the flows will propagate in a 

preferential direction (i.e., partial column collapse channelized by topography) or radially (i.e., 

total collapse), respectively. Furthermore, the prefactors in the scaling laws (i.e. 0.63 in 

equation 5) are expected to increase with the length scale of the system because the flow runout 

will also increase with the duration of pore pressure diffusion, which increases with the flow 

depth for a given material permeability. However, more numerical or laboratory studies are 

required to provide an accurate prediction of the dependence of the flow runout distance on the 

flow thickness. The experimental scaling laws presented here are thereby only to be used to 

understand qualitatively the relation between the flow runout distance and the fountain height. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

We carried out analogue experiments on pyroclastic fountain collapse in order to 

investigate the mechanisms at the deflation zone and in the resulting flows. Mixtures of particles 

with Stokes number ~ 10-3-101, equivalent to particles of diameter ~ 0.1-1 mm in nature, where 

released from a hopper positioned at different heights above a channel. The particle 

concentration of the collapsing mixture at impact varied within the range 9-36 vol. %, 

increasing inversely with the drop height. The main conclusions of this study are the following.    

1. The particles decoupled from the interstitial gas at the impingement surface, regardless of 

the mean particle concentration just before impact. The mixtures deflated and were directed 

laterally to form dense granular flows.  

2. High differential air-particle velocity and drag forces during deflation generated pore fluid 

pressure, which caused partial fluidization of the dense granular mixture. 

3. The runout distance of the dense flows scaled with the drop height, which is consistent with 

published results on dam-break unidirectional granular flows. This suggests that flow runout 

results fundamentally from a simple conversion of potential to kinetic energy and that, for the 

conditions tested here, initial particle concentration is a second order parameter. 

4. Pyroclastic fountains containing large amounts of particles with Stokes numbers of the order 

10-3-10-1 similar to those in our experiments are expected to generate dense pyroclastic flows 

with pore fluid pressure. The flow runout may have a linear or a square root dependence with 

the fountain height depending on whether propagation is unidirectional or radial, respectively.  
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Table captions 

 

Table 1. Summary of experiments showing the varying parameters: fall height (H), region of 

interest (ROI) and number of repeats of experiments. We filmed either the impact zone, for 

visualising the mechanisms occurring during compaction of the granular mixture, or the channel 

to study the subsequent flow. In experiment 13, we focused on the column to qualitatively 

document the dilation of the granular mixture during its fall. Particles were spherical glass beads 

with a mean diameter of 75±15 µm. The particle properties, initial mass flux and channel 

inclination (horizontal) were kept constant.  

Experiment number Fall height H (m) ROI Number of repeats 

1 0.45 Impact 4 

2 0.45 Channel 2 

3 0.95 Impact 6 

4 0.95 Channel 3 

5 1.45 Impact 5 

6 1.45 Channel 2 

7 1.95 Impact 5 

8 1.95 Channel 1 

9 2.45 Impact 5 

10 2.45 Channel 1 

11 2.95 Impact 4 

12 2.95 Channel 2 

13 2.95 Column 1 
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Table 2. Typical variables and dimensionless numbers associated with pyroclastic fountains 

compared with experimental values. Variables and definitions of dimensionless numbers are 

from (a)Burgisser et al. (2005); (b)Carazzo and Jellinek (2012); (c) Roche (2012); (d)Roche and 

Carazzo (2019) and (e)Sweeney and Valentine (2017). We estimate the viscosity of the particle-

gas mixture from the Einstein-Roscoe formula 𝜇𝑚 = 𝜇(1 − 𝜀𝑝/𝜀𝑝
max)

−2.5
, with 𝜇 = 10-5 Pa s 

the dynamic viscosity of air and 𝜀𝑝
max = 0.64 the maximum particle volume fraction of randomly 

packed particles.  

Material, dynamics and dimensions 

Parameter name  Pyroclastic 

fountains 
Experiments Units 

Particle diameter 𝑑  10-5 - 10-2(d) 75 × 10-6 m 

Gas dynamic viscosity 𝜇  10-5(a) 10-5  Pa s 

Ambient air density 𝜌𝑎  1.2 1.2 kg m-3 

Particle density 𝜌𝑝  700 - 2500(c) 2500 kg m-3 

Particle volume fraction  

(fountain and flow)  
𝜀𝑝  10-4 - 10-1(b) 0.09 – 0.64 - 

Particle-gas mixture  

dynamic viscosity 
𝜇𝑚  10-5 – 2 × 10-5  10-5 – 10-4 Pa s 

Mixture density 

(fountain and flow)  
𝜌  1 - 1000 200 - 1600 kg m-3 

Permeability 

(fountain and flow) 
𝜅  10-14 - 10-9 (c) 10-13 - 10-8 m2 

Particle settling velocity 𝑉𝑠  10-3 - 104 10-2 - 100 m s-1 

Mixture fall velocity 𝑈  100 - 250(e) 3-8 m s-1 

Radius of impact zone 𝑅  70 - 420 0.1 m 

Collapse height 𝐻  500 - 3000 0.5 - 3 m 

Flow velocity 𝑉𝑓  10 - 150(d) 1 - 5 m s-1 

Flow thickness ℎ  1 - 50(c) 0.05 - 0.2 m 

Flow shear rate 𝛾  0.2 - 150 5 - 100 s-1 

Dimensionless numbers 

Name  Pyroclastic 

fountains 
Experiments   Signification 

Reynolds 

(Re) 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑅𝑈𝜌

𝜇𝑚
 

 

109 - 1013 105 - 108 

Inertial forces over viscous 

forces (fountain): turbulent 

flow 

Richardson 

(Ri) 𝑅𝑖 =
𝐻𝑔′

𝑈2
 10-3 - 103 100 - 105 

Potential energy over kinetic 

energy (fountain): potential 

energy dominates 

Stokes (St) 𝑆𝑡 =
(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑎)𝑑2𝑈

18𝜇𝑚𝑅
 

 

10-5 - 103 10-3 - 101 

Particle response time over 

timescale of the flow 

(fountain): efficient to poor 

gas-particle coupling 
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Stability (Σ) Σ =
(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑎)𝑔𝑑2

18𝜇𝑚𝑈
 10-5 - 102 10-4 - 10-1 

Particle settling velocity over 

flow velocity (fountain): 

efficient gas-particle coupling 

Savage (Sa) 𝑆𝑎 =
𝜌𝑝𝛾2𝑑2

(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑎)𝑔ℎ
 10-15 - 10-1 10-5 - 10-2 

Ratio of grain collisional to 

frictional stresses (distal 

lateral flow): frictional regime 

Bagnold 

(Ba) 
𝐵𝑎 =

𝜌𝑝𝛾𝑑2𝜀𝑝

𝜇𝑚(1 − 𝜀𝑝)
 10-7 - 105 10-3 - 102 

Ratio of collisional solid over 

viscous fluid stresses 

(proximal lateral flow): 

macro-viscous to transitional 

regime 

Darcy (Da) 𝐷𝑎 =
𝜇𝑚

𝜌𝑝𝛾𝜅𝜀𝑝
 10-1 - 1011 101 - 108 

Viscous fluid-particle stresses 

over particle inertial stresses 

(proximal lateral flow): solid-

fluid interactions regime 

(pore fluid pressure buffers 

particle interactions) 
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Figures 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus. (a) Longitudinal view with the hopper in the highest 

position. (b) Hopper in the lowest position and high-speed camera set to monitor the impact 

zone. (c) Pressure sensor at the sidewall of the impact zone. (d) Sketch of the experimental set-

up. 
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Figure 2. Particle supply from the hopper recorded by the static scale. The mass of particles 

released is shown as a function of time for five different fall heights, 𝐻. Notice that the apparent 

mass measured is larger than that released (12 kg, recovered after ~ 2.3 s) because of the non-

zero velocity of the particles at impact in the container. Therefore, we estimated the time-

averaged mass flux from the slope of the solid grey line indicating the time at which the initial 

mass in the hopper was recovered.  
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Figure 3. Stages observed in the experiments. a. b. c. Acceleration and dilation of the granular 

mixture inside the open column upon release from the hopper (experiment 13; Table 1). d. e. 

Impact of the granular mixture onto the channel base and accumulation of particles (experiment 

9; Table 1). f. g. Lateral propagation of the granular flow (experiment 10; Table 1). The time t 

= 0 s corresponds to the arrival of particles at the impact zone. 
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Figure 4. Fall velocity of the particles at the impact zone as a function of fall height 𝐻 (solid 

symbols). The blue curve represents the predicted free fall velocity using 𝑈𝑖 = √2𝑔𝐻.   
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Figure 5. Pore fluid pressure (𝑃; solid black line) and thickness of the granular material (dash-

dotted red line) as a function of time for experiment 5 (𝐻 = 1.45 m; Table 1). Images of the 

impact zone are synchronized with the pressure signal and show the accumulation of the 

granular mixture. We could not investigate the motion of the granular mixture after impact in 

order to determine the contribution of the dynamic pressure on 𝑃.   
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Figure 6. a. Maximum pore fluid pressure 𝑃max measured at impact zone as a function of the 

fall height, 𝐻. b. Average pore fluid pressure 𝑃avg generated in the first second following 

impact, as a function of 𝐻. 
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Figure 7. Pore fluid pressure and thickness of the granular bed measured at impact zone as 

function of time for a. experiment 1 (𝐻 = 0.45 m; Table 1), b. experiment 5 (𝐻 = 1.45 m; Table 

1), and c. experiment 9 (𝐻 = 2.45 m; Table 1). d. Ratio 𝑃/𝑃𝐿 of the pore fluid pressure over the 

lithostatic pressure of the granular bed as a function of time for the experiments presented 

above, assuming different particle concentrations. The minimum bed concentration 𝐶 = 36 vol. 

% corresponds to the maximum concentration of the falling mixture, and the maximum 

concentration 𝐶 = 58 vol. % is that of a loosely packed bed. Higher resolution images of the 

impact zone are provided in Figure S6.  
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Figure 8. Flow emplacement in the channel at (a) t = 0.40 s, (b) t = 0.55 s, (c) t = 1.00 s, and 

(d) t = 1.55 s during experiment 12 (𝐻 = 2.95 m; Table 1). Panels a, b, and c correspond to 

phases 1 (fast-moving thin flow), 2 (slower pulsatory dense flow) and 3 (thickening of the 

deposit), respectively. Panel d shows the final deposit. 
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Figure 9. Maximum runout distance 𝐿 of the flows as a function of the fall height 𝐻 (solid 

symbols). The blue line shows the linear best fit of the data. Error bars account for runout 

variations among the 7 repeats that were possibly caused by particles ejected above the channel 

walls during flow emplacement and the generation of more vigorous and voluminous spray of 

particles at impact (i.e. phase 1), respectively.  
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Figure 10. Flow kinematics and mean front velocity as a function of the fall height during phase 

1 (a., b.) and phase 2 (c., d.). Note that phase 1 flow is out of the video frame after 0.28 s for 𝐻 

= 1.95 m and that no data were collected after that time. 
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Figure 11. a. Deposit morphology at six different fall heights. b. Deposit aspect ratio  as 

function of the fall height. 
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Supplementary material 

 

 
 

Figure S1. Thickness of the granular material (solid black line) at the impact zone and 

maximum estimate of the lithostatic pressure for 𝐶 = 0.46 vol. % (red dashed line 𝑃𝐿) as a 

function of time. Results are shown for fall heights H = 0.45-2.95 m.  
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Figure S2. Pore fluid pressure (P; solid black line) and thickness of the granular material (dash-

dotted red line) as a function of time for an experiment with an initial underpressure phase 

(experiment 3;  𝐻 = 0.45 m; Table 1). Images of the impact zone are synchronized with the 

pressure signal and show the accumulation of the granular mixture.  
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Figure S3. Thickness of the granular material measured at different locations in the impact 

zone shown in panel (a). (b) Experiment 3, 𝐻 = 0.95 m. (c) Experiment 9, 𝐻 = 2.45 m. The 

granular bed varies significantly in thickness. The lithostatic pressure is calculated considering 

the bed thickness above the sensor, which is very close to the mean thickness.     
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Figure S4. Air bubbles formed during compaction of the granular material at impact zone 

(experiment 9; Table 1). 
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Figure S5. Evolution of 𝑃/𝑃𝐿 for experiment 11 (𝐻 = 2.95 m; Table 1), considering different 

values of the particle concentration in the dense granular bed: 𝐶 = 36 vol. %, which is the 

maximum concentration in the column, 𝐶 = 46 vol. %, typical of a bubbling granular bed, and 

𝐶 = 58 vol. % for a random packing. 
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Figure S6. Detailed images of the time evolution of the granular mixture at impact zone in a. 

experiment 1 (𝐻 = 0.45 m), b. experiment 5 (𝐻 = 1.45 m), and c. experiment 9 (𝐻 = 2.45 m). 

These high-resolution images are the same as those presented in Figure 7 of the main text.   


